
"Next-Level Cutting: Exploring CNC Plasma Technologies" by Boss Tables 

Boss Tables, a trailblazer in the CNC plasma cutting industry, recently shared their remarkable 

journey and innovative product line in a webinar hosted by EPARTRADE. The webinar featured 

Travis Schluter, owner of Boss Tables, and Chris Vroom, Sales and Marketing Manager, who 

provided an in-depth look into the company's history, product offerings, and future aspirations. 

A Journey from Garage to Industry Leader 

Schluter recounted the humble beginnings of Boss Tables. Starting as a power lineman, he built 

the first CNC table in his garage. His fascination with technology quickly turned into a thriving 

business. From these modest beginnings, Boss Tables has grown exponentially, moving from a 

small shop to a 36,000-square-foot factory in Kelmer, Iowa. The company's rapid growth 

necessitated the construction of additional facilities, with plans for further expansion by the end 

of the year. 

Diverse Product Line for a Wide Range of Applications 

Boss Tables manufactures a comprehensive range of CNC plasma tables, from light industrial to 

heavy industrial applications. Their product line includes CNC routers, pipe cutting solutions, 

and high-definition cutting systems, catering to a diverse customer base. As Chris Vroom 

highlighted, their customers range from hobbyists creating custom signs to large corporations 

engaged in heavy industrial production. 

Supporting the Racing Community 

The webinar also touched on Boss Tables' significant impact on the racing industry. Their 

products are essential for creating roll bars, nerf bars, bumpers, gussets, motor mounts, and even 

clutch plates. The versatility of Boss Tables' equipment makes it a valuable asset for both 

amateur and professional racing teams. 

Innovative Partnerships and Future Plans 

A key factor in Boss Tables' success is their strategic partnerships. The company collaborates 

with Halo out of Oklahoma and FLA SCOT for advanced machining and multi-headed beveling 

solutions. These partnerships have enabled Boss Tables to offer state-of-the-art products that 

meet the evolving needs of their clients. 

Looking ahead, Boss Tables plans to venture into laser cutting technology, further expanding 

their capabilities and market reach. This commitment to continuous improvement and innovation 

ensures that Boss Tables remains at the forefront of the CNC cutting industry. 

To watch the full informative webinar, click here. 

https://www.epartrade.com/video/52f84dd5-nextlevel-cutting-exploring-cnc-plasma-technologies-by-boss-tables-da272cc0-epartrade%E2%A0%80

